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Abstract. The present research aims to demonstrate how powerful Fi-
nite State Automata (FSA) can be, into a domain in which the vagueness
of the human opinions and the subjectivity of the user generated contents
make the automatic “understanding” of texts extremely hard. Assuming
that the semantic orientation of sentences is based on the manipulation
of sentiment words, we built from scratch, for the Italian language, a net-
work of local grammars for the annotation of sentiment expressions and
electronic dictionaries for the classification of more than 15,000 opinion-
ated words. In the paper we explain in detail how we made use of FSA for
both the automatic population of sentiment lexicons and the sentiment
classification of real sentences.
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Introduction

The Web 2.0, as an interactive medium, offers to Internet users the opportunity
to freely share thoughts and feelings with the web communities. This kind of
information is extremely important under the consumers decision making pro-
cess; we make particular reference to experience and search goods or to the
e-commerce in general, if one think to what extent the evaluation of the prod-
ucts qualities is influenced by the past experiences of those customers that had
already experienced the same goods and that had posted their opinions online.
The automatic treatment of User Generated Contents becomes a relevant re-
search problem when the huge volume of raw texts online makes their semantic
content impossible to be managed by human operators. As a matter of fact, the
largest amount of on-line data is semistructured or unstructured and, as a result,
its monitoring requires sophisticated Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools,
that must be able to pre-process them from their linguistic point of view and,
then, automatically access their semantic content.

The Sentiment Analysis research field can have a large impact on many
commercial, Government and Business Intelligence application. Examples are



ad-placement applications, Flame Detection Systems, Social Media Monitoring
Systems, Recommendation Systems, Political Analysis, etc.
However, it would be difficult, indeed, for humans to read and summarize such
a huge volume of data, but, in other respects, to introduce machines to the se-
mantic dimension of the human language remains an open problem. The largest
part of on-line data is semistructured or unstructured and, as a result, its mon-
itoring requires sophisticated NLP strategies and tools, in order to pre-process
them from their linguistic point of view and, then, automatically access their
semantic content.

In the present work we present a method which exploits Finite State Au-
tomata (FSA) with the purpose of building high performance tools for the Sen-
timent Analysis. We computed the polarity of more than 15.000 Italian senti-
ment words, which have been semi-automatically listed into machine-readable
electronic dictionaries, through a network of FSA, which consists of a syntactic
network of grammars composed by 125 graphs.
We tested a strategy based on the systematic substitution of semantically ori-
ented classes of (simple or compound) words into the same sentence patterns.
The combined use of dictionaries and automata made it possible to apply our
method on real text occurrences5.

In Section 1 we will mention the most used techniques for the automatic
propagation of sentiment lexicons and for the sentence annotation. Section 2
will delineate our method, carried out through finite state technologies. Then,
in Section 3 and 4 we will go through our morphological and syntactic solutions
to the mentioned challenges.

1 State of the Art

The core of this research consists of two distinguished Sentiment Analysis tasks:
at the word level, the dictionary population and, at the sentence level, the an-
notation of complex expressions. In this paragraph we will summarize other
methods used in literature to face those tasks.
Many techniques have been discussed in literature to perform the Sentiment
Analysis. They can be classified into lexicon based methods, learning methods
and hybrid methods.

In Sentiment Analysis tasks the most effective indicators used to discover
subjective expressions are adjectives or adjective phrases [67], but recently it
became really common the use of adverbs [6], nouns [72] and verbs as well [55].

Among the state of the art methods used to build and test dictionaries we
mention the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [41]; bootstrapping algorithms [65];
graph propagation algorithms [71, 33]; conjunctions and morphological relations

5 We chose a rule-based method, among others, in order to verify the hypothesis
that words can be classified together in accordance to both semantic and syntactic
criteria.



between adjectives [29]; Context Coherency [35]; distributional similarity6 [79].
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) using Seed Words7 has been applied to
sentiment lexicon propagation by [69, 70, 63, 71, 22].
It has been observed, indeed, that positive words occur often close to positive
seed words, whereas negative words are likely to appear around negative seed
words [69, 70].
Learning and statistical methods for Sentiment Analysis intent usually make use
of Support Vector Machine [57, 52, 80] or Näıve Bayes classifiers [68, 37].
In the end, as regards the hybrid methods we must cite the works of [64, 42, 1,
9, 10, 24, 60] and [76].

The largest part of the state of the art works on polarity lexicons for Sen-
timent Analysis purposes has been carried out on the English language. Italian
lexical databases are mostly created by translating and adapting the English
ones, SentiWordNet and WordNet-Affect, among others. The works on the Ital-
ian language that deserve to be mentioned are [5], merged the semantic infor-
mation belonging to existing lexical resources in order to obtain an annotated
lexicon of senses for Italian, Sentix (Sentiment Italian Lexicon)8. Basically, Mul-
tiWordNet [58], the Italian counterpart of WordNet [47, 20], has been used to
transfer polarity information associated to English synsets in SentiWordNet [19]
to Italian synsets, thanks to the multilingual ontology BabelNet [53].
Every Sentix’s entry is described by information concerning its part of speech,
its WordNet synset ID, a positive and a negative score from SentiWordNet, a
polarity score (from -1 to 1) and an intensity score (from 0 to 1). [8] presented a
lexical sentiment resource thant contains polarized simple words, multiwords and
idioms which has been annotated with polarity, intensity, emotion and domain
labels9. [12] built a lexicon for the EVALITA 2014 task by collecting adjectives,
adverbs (extracted from the De Mauro - Paravia Italian dictionary [11]), nouns
and verbs (from Sentix) and by classifying their polarity through the online Sen-
timent Analysis API provided by Ai Applied10.
Another Italian Sentiment Lexicon is the one semi-automatically developed from
ItalWordNet v.2 starting from a list of seed key-words classified manually[66]. It
includes 24.293 neutral and polarized items distributed in XML-LMF format11.
[30] achieved good results in the SentiPolC 2014 task by semi-automatically

6 Word Similarity is a very frequently used method in the dictionary propagation
over the thesaurus-based approaches. Examples are the Maryland dictionary, created
thanks to a Roget-like thesaurus and a handful of affixe [48], and other lexicons based
on WordNet, like SentiWordNet, built on the base of quantitative analysis of glosses
associated to synsets [17, 18] or other lexicons based on the computing of the distance
measure on WordNet [34, 17].

7 Seed words are words which are strongly associated with a positive/negative mean-
ing, such as eccellente (“excellent”) or orrendo (“horrible”), by which it is possible to
build a bigger lexicon, detecting other words that frequently occur alongside them.

8 http://valeriobasile.github.io/twita/downloads.html
9 https://www.celi.it/

10 http://ai-applied.nl/sentiment-analysis-api
11 http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11752/ILC-73



translating in Italian different lexicons; namely, SentiWordNet, Hu-Liu Lexicon,
AFINN Lexicon, Whissel Dictionary, among others.

As regards the works on the lexicon propagation, we mention three main
research lines: the first one is grounded on the richness of the already existent
thesauri, WordNet12 [47] among others.
The second approach is based on the hypothesis that the words that convey
the same polarity appear close in the same corpus, so the propagation can be
performed on the base of co-occurrence algorithms [69, 78] and, [69, 4, 36, 61, 78].
In the end, the morphological approach, which is the one that employs morpho-
logical structures and relations for the assignment of the prior sentiment polar-
ities to unknown words, on the base of the manipulation of the morphological
structures of known lemmas13 [50, 40, 50, 77].

However, it does not seem to be enough to just dispose of sentiment dictio-
naries. Actually, the syntactic structures in which the opinionated lemmas occur
have a strong impact on the resulting polarity of the sentences. That is the case
of negation, intensification, irrealis markers and conditional tenses.
Rule-based approaches, that take into account the syntactic dimension of the
Sentiment Analysis, are [51, 49]. FSA have been used for the linguistic analysis
of sentiment expressions by [27, 3, 43].

Rule-based approaches, that take into account the syntactic dimension of the
Sentiment Analysis, are [51, 49, 81].

2 Methodology

The present research has been grounded on the richness, in term of lexical and
grammatical resources, of the linguistic databases built in the Department of
Political and Communication Science (DSPC) of the University of Salerno by
the Computational Linguistic lab “Maurice Gross”, which started its study on
language formalization since the 1981 [16, 73].
These resources take the shape of lexicon-grammar tables, that cross-check the
lexicon and the syntax of any given language, in this case Italian; domain in-
dependent machine-readable dictionaries and inflectional and derivational local
grammars in the form of finite state automata.

Differently from other lexicon-based Sentiment Analysis methods, our ap-
proach has been grounded on the solidity of the Lexicon-Grammar resources

12 Although WordNet does not include semantic orientation information for its lem-
mas; semantic relations, such as synonymy or antonymy, are commonly used in order
to automatically propagate the polarity, starting from a manually annotated set of
seed word. [34, 31, 39, 18, 2, 13, 28, 45, 31, 18, 45]. This approach presents some draw-
backs, such as the lack of scalability, the unavailability of enough resources for many
languages and the difficulty to handle newly coined words, which are not already
contained in the thesauri.

13 Morphemes allow not only the propagation of a given word polarity (e.g. en-, -ous,
-fy), but also its switching (e.g. dis-, -less), its intensification (e.g. super-, over-) and
its weakening (e.g. semi-) [54].



and classifications [16, 73], that provide fine-grained semantic but also syntactic
descriptions of the lexical entries. Such lexically exhaustive grammars distance
themselves from the tendency of other sentiment resources to classify together
words that have nothing in common from the syntactic point of view.

In the present work, we started from the annotation of a small sized dictionary
of opinionated words14.

FSA are used in both the morphological expansion of the lexicon and in the
syntactic modeling of the words in context. In this research we assume that
words can be classified together not only on the base of their semantic content,
but also according to syntactic criteria.
Thanks to finite state technologies, we computed the polarity of individual words
by systematically replacing them with other items (endowed with the same
and/or different individual polarity) into many sentence (or phrase) patterns.
The hypothesis is that classes of words, characterized by the same individual
annotation, can be generalized when considered into different syntactic contexts,
because they undergo the same semantic shifting when occurring in similar pat-
terns. Dictionaries and FSA used in tandem made it possible to verify these
assumptions on real corpora.

2.1 Local grammars and Finite-state Automata

Sentiment words, multiwords and idioms used in this work are listed into Nooj
electronic dictionaries while the local grammars15 used to manipulate their po-
larities are formalized thanks to Finite State Automata.
Electronic dictionaries have then been exploited in order to list and to seman-
tically and syntactically classify, into a machine readable format, the sentiment
lexical resources. The computational power of Nooj graphs has, instead, been
used to represent the acceptance/refuse of the semantic and syntactic properties
through the use of constraint and restrictions.
Finite-State Automata (FSA) are abstract devices characterized by a finite set
of nodes or “states” connected one another by transitions that allow us to de-
termine sequences of symbols related to a particular path.
These graphs are read from left to right, or rather, from the initial state to the
final state [26].

14 While compiling the dictionary, the judgment on the words “prior polarity” is given
without considering any textual context. The entries of the sentiment dictionary
receive the same annotation and, then, are grouped together if they posses the same
semantic orientation. The Prior Polarity [56] refers to the individual words Semantic
Orientation (SO) and differs from the SO because it is always independent from the
context.

15 Local grammars are algorithms that, through grammatical, morphological and lexical
instructions, are used to formalize linguistic phenomena and to -parse texts. They
are defined “local” because, despite any generalization, they can be used only in the
description and analysis of limited linguistic phenomena.



2.2 Sentita and its Manually-built resources

In this Paragraph we will briefly describe the Sentiment lexicon, available for
the Italian language, which have been semi-automatically created on the base of
the resources of the DSPC.

The tagset used for the Prior Polarity annotation of the resources is composed
of four tags: POS positive; NEG negative; FORTE intense and DEB weak.
Such labels, if combined together, can generate an evaluation scale that goes
from -3 to +3 and a strength scale that ranges from -1 to +1.
Neutral words (e.g. nuovo “new”, with score 0 in the evaluation scale) have been
excluded from the lexicon16.

In our resources, adjectives and bad words have been manually extracted and
evaluated starting from the Nooj Italian electronic dictionary of simple words,
preserving their inflectional (FLX) and derivational (DRV) properties. More-
over, compound adverbs [15], idioms [74, 75], verbs [16, 14] have been weighted
starting from the Italian Lexicon-Grammar tables17, in order to maintain the
syntactic, semantic and transformational properties connected to each one of
them.

3 Morphology

In this paragraph we will describe how FSA have been exploited to enrich the
sentiment lexical resources. The adjectives have been used as starting point for
the expansion of the sentiment lexicon, on the base of the morphophonological
relations that connect the words and their meanings18.

Thanks to a morphological FSA it has been possible to enlarge the size of
SentIta on the base of the morphological relations that connect the words and
their meanings.
More than 5,000 labeled adjectives have been used to predict the orientation
of the adverbs with which they were morphologically related. All the adverbs
contained in the Italian dictionary of simple words have been used as an input
and a mophological FSA has been used to quickly populate the new dictionary
by extracting the words ending with the suffix -mente, “-ly”, and by making
such words inherit the adjectives’ polarity. The Nooj annotations consisted in

16 The main difference between the words listed in the two scales is the possibility to use
them as indicators for the subjectivity detection: basically, the words belonging to
the evaluation scale are “anchors” that begin the identification of polarized phrases
or sentences, while the ones belonging to the strength scale are just used as intensity
modifiers (see Paragraph 4.3).

17 available for consultation at http://dsc.unisa.it/composti/tavole/combo/tavole.asp.
18 The morphological method could be also applied to Italian verbs, but we chose

to avoid this solution because of the complexity of their argument structures. We
decided, instead, to manually evaluate all the verbs described in the Italian Lexicon-
grammar binary tables, so we could preserve the different lexical, syntactic and
transformational rules connected to each one of them [16].



a list of 3,200+ adverbs that, at a later stage, have been manually checked, in
order to adjust the grammar’s mistakes19.
In detail, the Precision achieved in this task is 99% and the Recall is 88%.

The derivation of quality nouns from qualifier adjectives is another deriva-
tion phenomenon of which we took advantage for the automatic enlargement of
SentIta. These kind of nouns allow to treat as entities the qualities expressed by
the base adjectives.
A morphological FSA, following the same idea of the adverbs grammar, matches
in a list of abstract nouns the stems that are in morpho-phonological relation
with our list of hand-tagged adjectives. Because the nouns, differently from the
adverbs, need to have specified the inflection information, we associated to each
suffix entry, into an electronic dictionary dedicated to suffixes of quality nouns,
the inflectional paradigm that they give to the words with which they occur.
In order to effortlessly build a noun dictionary of sentiment words we firstly
exploit the hand-made list of nominalization of the psychological verbs [25, 27,
46].

Furthermore, we took advantage from other derivation phenomena connected
to nouns: the derivation of quality nouns from qualifier adjectives. We built
a morphological FSA that, following the same idea of the adverbs grammar,
matches into a list of abstract nouns the stems that are in morphophonological
relation with our list of hand-tagged adjectives.

Suffixes Inflection Correct Precision

-ità N602 666 98%
-mento N5 514 90%
-(z)ione N46 359 86%
-ezza N41 305 99%
-enza N41 148 94%
-ia N41 145 98%
-ura N41 142 88%
-aggine N46 72 97%
-eria N41 71 95%
-anza N41 57 86%
TOT - 2579 93%

Table 1. Analytical description of the most productive quality nouns suffixes.

19 The meaning of the deadjectival adverbs in -mente is not always predictable starting
from the base adjectives from which they are derived. Also the syntactic structures
in which they occur influences their interpretation. Depending on their position
in sentences, the deadjectival adverbs can be described as adjective modifiers (e.g.
altamente “highly”), predicate modifiers (e.g. perfettamente “perfectly”) or sentence
modifiers (e.g. ultimamente “lately”).



As regards the suffixes used to form the quality nouns (Table 1) [62], it must
be said that they generally make the new words simply inherit the orientation of
the derived adjectives. Exceptions are -edine and -eria that almost always shift
the polarity of the quality nouns into the weakly negative one (-1), e.g. facilone-
ria “slapdash attitude”. Also the suffix -mento differs from the others, in so far
it belongs to the derivational phenomenon of the deverbal nouns of action [21].
It has been possible to use it into our grammar for the deadjectival noun deriva-
tion by using the past participles of the verbs listed in the adjective dictionary
of sentiment (e.g. V:sfinire “to wear out”, A:sfinito “worn out”, N:sfinimento;
“weariness”). The Precision achieved in this task is 93%.

In this work we draw up a FSA which can also interact, at a morphological
level, with a list of prefixes able to negate (e.g. anti-, contra-, non- among others)
or to intensify/downtone (e.g. arci-, semi- among others) the orientation of the
words in which they appear [32].

4 Syntax

Contextual Valence Shifters are linguistic devices able to change the prior po-
larity of words when co-occurring in the same context [38, 59]. In this work we
handle the contextual shifting by generalizing all the polar words that posses
the same prior polarity.

A network of local grammars as been designed on a set of rules that compute
the words individual polarity scores, according to the contexts in which they
occur.
In general, the sentence annotation is performed through an Enhanced Recur-
sive Transition Network, by using six different metanodes20, that, working as
containers for the sentiment expressions, assign equal labels to the patterns em-
bedded in the same graphs.
Among the most used Contextual Valence Shifters we took into account linguistic
phenomena like Intensification, Negation, Modality and Comparison. Moreover,
we formalized some classes of frozen sentences that modify the polarity of the
sentiment words that occur in them.
Our network of 15,000 opinionated lemmas and 125 embedded FSA has been
tested on a multi-domain corpus of customer reviews21 achieving in the sentence-
level sentiment classification task an average Precision of 75% and a Recall of
73%.

20 Metanodes are labeled through the six corresponding values of the evaluation scale,
which goes from -3 to +3.

21 The dataset contains Italian opinionated texts in the form of users reviews and
comments from e-commerce and opinion websites; it lists 600 texts units (50 positive
and 50 negative for each product class) and refers to six different domains, for all
of which different websites (such as www.ciao.it; www.amazon.it; www.mymovies.it;
www.tripadvisor.it) have been exploited [44].



4.1 Opinionated Idioms

More than 500 Italian frozen sentences containing adjectives [74, 75] have been
evaluated and then formalised with a pair of dictionary-grammar. Among the
idioms considered there are the comparative frozen sentences of the type N0 Agg
come C1, described by [74], that usually intensify the polarity of the adjective
of sentiment they contain, as happens in (1).

(1) Mary è bella [+2] come il sole [+3]
“Mary is as beautiful as the sun”

Otherwise, it is also possible for an idiom of that sort to be polarised when the
adjective (e.g. bianco, “white”) contained in it is neutral (2), or even to reverse
its polarity as happens in (3) (e.g. agile, “agile”, is positive). In that regard, it
is interesting to notice that the 84% of the idioms has a clear SO, while just the
36% of the adjectives they contain is polarised22.

(2) Mary è bianca [0] come un cadavere [-2]
“Mary is as white as a dead body” (Mary is pale)

(3) Mary è agile [+2] come una gatta di piombo [-2]
“Mary is as agile as a lead cat” (Mary is not agile)

4.2 Negation

As regards negation, we included in our grammar negative operators (e.g. non,
“not”, mica, per niente, affatto, “not at all”), negative quantifiers (e.g. nessuno,
“nobody” niente, nulla, “nothing”) and lexical negation (e.g. senza, “without”,
mancanza di, assenza di, carenza di, “lack of”) [7]. As exemplified in the follow-
ing sentences, negation indicators not always change a sentence polarity in its
positive or negative counterparts (4); they often have the effect of increasing or
decreasing the sentence score (5). That is why we prefer to talk about valence
“shifting” rather than “switching”.

(4) Citroen non [neg] produce auto valide [+2] [-2]
“Citroen does not produce efficient cars”

(5) Grafica non proprio[neg] spettacolare [+3] [-2]
“The graphic not quite spectacular”

22 Other idioms included in our resources are of the kind N0 essere (Agg + Ppass)
Prep C1 (e.g. Max è matto da legare, “Max is so crazy he should be locked up”); N0
essere Agg e Agg (e.g. Max è bello e fritto, “Max is cooked”); C0 essere Agg (come
C1 + E) (e.g. Mary ha la coscienza sporca ↔ La coscienza è sporca, “Mary has a
guilty conscience” ↔ “The conscience is guilty”), N0 essere C1 Agg (e.g. Mary è
una gatta morta, “Mary is a cock tease”).



4.3 Intensification

We included the Intensification rules into our grammar net, firstly, by combin-
ing in the words belonging to the strength scale (tags FORTE/DEB) with the
sentiment words listed in the evaluation scale (tags POS/NEG)23. Besides, also
the repetition of more than one negative or positive words, or the use of absolute
superlative affixes have the effect of increasing the words’ Prior Polarity.

In general, the adverbs intensify or attenuate adjectives, verbs and other
adverbs, while the adjectives modify the intensity of nouns.
Intensification and negation can also appear together in the same sentence.

4.4 Modality

According to [7], modality can be used to express possibility, necessity, permis-
sion, obligation or desire, through grammatical cues, such as adverbial phrases
(e.g. “maybe”, “certainly”); conditional verbal moods; some verbs (e.g. “must”,
“can”, “may”); some adjectives and nouns (e.g. “a probable cause”).
When computing the Prior Polarities of the SentIta items into the textual con-
text, we considered that modality can also have a significant impact on the SO
of sentiment expressions.

According to the literature trends, but without specifically focusing on the
[7] modality categories, we recalled in the FSA dedicated to modality the fol-
lowing linguistic cues and we made them interact with the SentIta expressions:
sharpening and softening adverbs; modal verbs and conditional and imperfect
tenses. Examples of the modality in our work are the following:

– “Potere” + Indicative Imperfect + Oriented Item :
(6) Poteva [Modal+IM] essere una trama interessante [+2] [-1]
“It could be an interesting plot”

– “Potere” + Indicative Imperfect + Comparative + Oriented Items:
(7) Poteva [Modal+IM] andare peggio[I-OpW +2] [-1]
“It might have gone worse”

– “Dovere” + Indicative Imperfect :
(70) Questo doveva [Modal+IM] essere un film di sfumature [+1] [-2]
“This one was supposed to be a nuanced movie”

23 Words that, at first glance, seem to be intensifiers but at a deeper analysis reveal a
more complex behavior are abbastanza “enough” troppo “too much” and poco “not
much”.

In this research we noticed as well that the co-occurrence of troppo, poco and
abbastanza with polar lexical items can provoke, in their semantic orientation, ef-
fects that can be associated to other contextual valence shifters. The ad hoc rules
dedicated to these words (see Table ??) are not actually new, but refer to other
contextual valence shifting rules that have been discussed in this Paragraph.



– “Dovere” + “Potere” + Past Conditional :
(71) Non[Negation] avrei [Aux+C] dovuto[Modal+PP] buttare via i miei soldi [-2]
“I should not have burnt my money”

4.5 Comparison

Sentences that express a comparison generally carry along with them opinions
about two or more entities, with regard to their shared features or attributes
[23].

As far as the comparative sentences are concerned, we considered in this
work the already mentioned comparative frozen sentences of the type N0 Agg
come C1 ; some simple comparative sentences that involve the expressions meglio
di, migliore di, “better than”, peggio di, peggiore di, “worse than”, superiore a,
“superior to” inferiore a, “less than”; and the comparative superlative.

The comparison with other products has been evaluated with the same mea-
sures of the other sentiment expression; so the polarity can range from -3 to
+3.

4.6 Other Sentiment Expressions

In order to reach high levels of Recall, the lexicon-based patterns require also
the support of lexicon independent expressions.

In our work, we listed and computed many cases in which expressions that do
not imply the words contained in our dictionaries are sentiment indicators as well.
This is the case in which one can see the importance of the Finite-state automata.
Without them it would be really difficult and uneconomical for a programmer to
provide the machine with concise instructions to correctly recognise and evaluate
some kind of opinionated sentences that can often reach high levels of variability.
Examples of patterns of this kind are valerne la pena [+2], “to be worthwhile”;
essere (dotato + fornito + provvisto) di [+2], “to be equipped with”; grazie a [+2],
“thanks to”; essere un (aspetto + nota + cosa + lato) negativo[-2], “to be a
negative side”; non essere niente di che [-1], “to be nothing special”; tradire le
(aspettative + attese + promesse)[-2], “not live up to one’s expectations”; etc.
For simplicity, in the present work we put in this node of the grammar the
sentences that imply the use of frozen, semi-frozen expression and words that,
for the moment, are not part of the dictionaries.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we gave our contribution to the most two challenging tasks of the
Sentiment Analysis field: the lexicon propagation and the sentence semantic an-
notation.
The necessity to quickly monitor huge quantity of semistructured and unstruc-
tured data from the web, poses several challenges to Natural Language Pro-
cessing, that must provide strategies and tools to analyze their structures from
lexical, syntactical and semantic point of views.



Unlike many other Italian and English sentiment lexicons, SentIta, made up
on the interaction of electronic dictionaries and lexicon dependent local gram-
mars, is able to manage simple and multiword structures, that can take the
shape of distributionally free structures, distributionally restricted structures
and frozen structures.

According with the major contribution in the Sentiment Analysis literature,
we did not consider polar words in isolation. We computed they elementary
sentence contexts, with the allowed transformations and, then, their interaction
with contextual valence shifters, the linguistic devices that are able to modify
the prior polarity of the words from SentIta, when occurring with them in the
same sentences. In order to do so, we took advantage of the computational power
of the finite-state technology. We formalized a set of rules that work for the in-
tensification, downtoning and negation modeling, the modality detection and
the analysis of comparative forms. Here, the difference with other state-of-the-
art strategies consists in the elimination of complex mathematical calculation
in favor of the easier use of embedded graphs as containers for the expressions
designed to receive the same annotations into a compositional framework.
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